Americans now hold trillions of dollars in individual retirement savings accounts, raising concerns about conflicts of interest among financial advisers who provide advice to retirement savers. Prompted by these concerns, in April 2016 the Department of Labor promulgated a rule that imposes on financial advisers to retirement savers "fiduciary" status under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act. The Department reasoned that the fiduciary duty of loyalty would protect retirement savers from conflicted investment advice. But in addition to a duty of loyalty, fiduciary status also imposes a duty of care. With respect to investment management, the fiduciary standard of care is governed by the "prudent investor rule," which is grounded in modern portfolio theory and requires an overall investment strategy having risk and return objectives reasonably suited to the purpose of the investment account. This essay calls attention to the regulatory imposition of the prudent investor rule on financial advisers to retirement savers. The essay also canvasses the basic tenets of the prudent investor rule, highlighting its nature as principles-based rather than prescriptive, and the customary role of an investment policy statement in compliance by professional fiduciaries.
INTRODUCTION
Today the bulk of American workers' retirement savings, worth trillions of dollars, is in self-directed individual retirement accounts (IRAs) and defined contribution pension plans. Understandably, many workers with self-directed accounts turn to financial advisers for help in matching the vast and complicated array of investment options in today's financial markets to the worker's particular circumstances. However, the manner by which financial advisers are compensated has long raised concerns about conflicts of interest. Some advisers are compensated by the providers of the financial products that the adviser sells, giving the adviser a financial incentive to recommend the products that provide the adviser with the most compensation. Some advisers also engage in principal trading, a form of self-dealing in which the adviser recommends that the client buy securities from the inventory of the adviser's firm. 1 To protect the integrity of financial advice to retirement savers, in April 2016 the Department of Labor (DOL) promulgated a rule that imposes fiduciary status under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) on any person who provides "investment advice or recommendations" to an IRA owner or to a retirement plan beneficiary. 2 This new test for fiduciary status under ERISA replaces the more complicated prior five-factor test under which many financial advisers to retirement savers were not ERISA fiduciaries. 3 The DOL's main rationale for expanding the scope of ERISA fiduciary status was to impose the fiduciary duty of loyalty on financial advisers to retirement savers, thus ensuring that retirement savers receive financial advice that is unaffected by the personal financial interests of the adviser. Tellingly, the DOL rulemaking is entitled "conflict of interest rule" for "retirement investment advice." 4 However, fiduciary status under ERISA imposes not only a trust law duty of loyalty but also a trust law duty of care. As the DOL acknowledged, a financial adviser to a retirement saver will now be subject to "trust law standards of care" in addition to "undivided loyalty." 5 The purpose of this essay is to highlight the DOL's imposition of the trust law duty of care, and so the prudent investor rule, on financial advisers to retirement savers, and to explain the basics of that rule. In brief, the prudent investor rule codifies the essence of modern portfolio theory. The core teaching of portfolio theory is that an investor should maintain a well-diversified portfolio with a level of risk and return matched to her particular circumstances.
Under the prudent investor rule, a fiduciary must evaluate the principal's risk tolerance and investment goals, choose a commensurate level of overall portfolio market risk and expected return, and avoid wasteful diversifiable risk. 6 Because of the multiplicity of relevant considerations-including the investor's risk preferences, age and health, career, family status and obligations, and other asset holdings and sources of income-application of the prudent investor rule is specific to an investor's particular circumstances. Crucially, however, the rule permits a wide variety of investment techniques, including active investment strategies, 7 provided that the result is an overall portfolio with risk and return objectives reasonably suited to the investor. Under the prudent investor rule, which is principles-based rather than prescriptive, no type or kind of investment is categorically permissible or impermissible. 8 In the wake of the DOL rulemaking, a financial advisory firm acts at its peril if it overlooks the prudent investor rule in updating its risk management and compliance protocols. By way of illustration, suppose that a firm were to accept management of a $200 million retirement account concentrated in a single publicly traded security. If the firm fails to diversify the account portfolio within a reasonable time, the price of the concentrated security drops by half, and a diversified portfolio would have tripled, then the firm's liability exposure would be $500 million. 9 Application of the prudent investor rule to financial advisers to retirement savers creates new litigation risk for those advisers. But this risk is manageable with the compliance tools already in use by other fiduciaries, such as bank trust departments, that have long been subject to the prudent investor rule. The centerpiece of bank trust department compliance with the prudent investor rule is the "investment policy statement." Such a statement sets forth the individualized investment program created to match the account's purpose and risk tolerance with a diversified portfolio having an appropriate balance of risk and expected return. The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the federal regulator that supervises bank trust departments, emphasizes the importance of an investment policy statement "in portfolio management risk control." 10
I. BACKGROUND
We begin by considering the background context for the DOL rulemaking, in particular (a) the rise of individual responsibility for managing retirement savings, (b) the prior patchwork fiduciary regulation of financial advisers to retirement savers, and (c) the DOL's regulatory imposition of trust fiduciary law duties of loyalty and care on such advisers.
A. Individual Responsibility for Managing Retirement Savings
Over the past four decades, the bulk of retirement saving by American workers has shifted from defined benefit plans to defined contribution plans, such as 401(k) plans, and individual retirement accounts (IRAs). 11 In consequence, much of the responsibility for investment management of retirement savings has shifted from professional fiduciary managers of defined benefit plans to individual savers. 12 The shift toward greater individual responsibility for investment management of retirement savings coincided with a proliferation of investment options. The variety of mutual funds available to investors, which now includes a large number of index and exchange-traded funds, has expanded substantially. 13 There is a growing body of evidence, moreover, that retail investors are not well-equipped to make these choices. Many individual investors not only lack knowledge about finance but also face cognitive limits and behavioral quirks. When presented with a menu of mutual funds, for example, many retirement savers divide their investments equally across each of the offered funds, which is a kind of naïve diversification that is highly unlikely to achieve a portfolio appropriate to the saver's circumstances. 14 Even for sophisticated savers, devising a portfolio from this vast array of investment options that matches one's retirement goals and tolerance for risk is a challenge. 15 To cope with the bewildering array of investment alternatives, many retirement savers look to financial advisers for help in the management of their retirement savings. Expert advice is key to choosing a diversified portfolio with a balance of risk and return appropriate to the retirement goals of the saver. But the benefit of financial advice will be attenuated or even lost if the advice is tainted by a conflict of interest or is careless. The standard legal-regulatory solution to protect one party against another party's conflicts of interest or carelessness is fiduciary obligation. 16
B. Patchwork Regulation of Financial Advisers
Prior to the DOL rulemaking, application of fiduciary principles to financial advisers to retirement savers was unsettled. To be sure, federal law imposed fiduciary status on some financial advisers under ERISA and under the Investment Advisers Act. 17 But the prior five-factor test for ERISA fiduciary status excluded many forms of financial advice to a retirement saver, 18 and the Investment Advisers Act applies only to a subset of financial advisers. 19 Likewise, although state law imposes fiduciary status on an adviser who is an agent of the client, 20 and imposes fiduciary status on a non-agent adviser if the client justifiably reposes special trust and confidence on the adviser, 21 these categories do not capture many kinds of financial advice to a retirement saver.
15 "Selecting and managing IRA investments can be a challenging and time-consuming task, frequently one of the most complex financial decisions in a person's life." CEA Report, supra note 11, at 2. 16 Formally these circumstances present a principal-agent or agency problem, with the divergence of interests between the adviser and the client giving rise to agency costs. See, e.g., Robert H. [T]he broker must act in the customer's best interests and must refrain from self-dealing unless the customer consents, after full disclosure. These obligations at times are described as fiduciary duties of food faith, fair dealing, and loyalty. They are comparable to the fiduciary duties of corporate directors, and are limited only by the scope of the agency."); see also Sitkoff, supra note 1. 21 In Burdett v. Miller, 957 F.2d 1375 (7th Cir. 1992), for example, the court noted that "the relation between an investment advisor and the people he advises is not" a per se fiduciary category. Id. at 1381. But the court imposed fiduciary duties on the defendant investment adviser nonetheless. The plaintiff had "reposed trust and confidence" in the defendant, who had held himself out "to be expert as well as trustworthy." Id. The defendant had gained "influence and superiority over" the plaintiff by virtue of his Against this backdrop of patchwork fiduciary regulation of financial advisers to retirement savers, in April 2016 the DOL promulgated an expansive new definition of fiduciary status under ERISA. 22 The DOL expressly connected the increasing importance of self-directed retirement savings and the attendant reliance on advisers to the inadequacy of existing law as justification for the expansion of fiduciary status under ERISA: "The absence of adequate fiduciary protections and safeguards is especially problematic in light of the growth of participant-directed plans and self-directed IRAs, the gap in expertise and information between advisers and the customers who depend upon them for guidance, and the advisers' significant conflicts of interest." 23 Under the new DOL rule, which replaces the prior five-factor test for ERISA fiduciary status that had excluded many forms of financial advice to a retirement saver, any person who provides "investment advice or recommendations" to an IRA owner or to a pension plan beneficiary is an ERISA fiduciary. 24 Under controlling U.S. Supreme Court precedent, moreover, the particulars of ERISA fiduciary law derive from the law of trusts. 25 Accordingly, under the DOL rule financial advisers to retirement savers will now be subject to "trust law standards of care and undivided loyalty." 26
C. Application of Trust Fiduciary Law
Under the trust law duty of loyalty, "a trustee has a duty to administer the trust solely in the interest of the beneficiaries. … [T]he trustee is strictly prohibited from engaging in transactions that involve self-dealing or that otherwise involve or create a conflict between the trustee's fiduciary duties and personal interests." 27 However, a "transaction that would otherwise violate a trustee's duty of loyalty may be authorized by consent properly obtained from … the trust beneficiaries." 28 In accord with these trust law principles, the DOL rulemaking that imposes ERISA fiduciary status on 22 See Definition of the Term "Fiduciary"; Conflict of Interest Rule-Retirement Investment Advice, 81 Fed. Reg. 20946 (Apr. 8, 2016) (to be codified at 29 C.F.R. pts. 2509-2510, and 2550). 23 Id. at 20956. 24 Id. at 20946. The new rule covers a "recommendation as to the advisability of acquiring, holding, disposing of, or exchanging, securities or other investment property, or a recommendation as to how securities or other investment property should be invested after the securities or other investment property are rolled over, transferred, or distributed from the plan or IRA." Id. at 20997. The rule also covers a "recommendation as to the management of securities or other investment property, including, among other things, recommendations on investment policies or strategies, portfolio composition, selection of other persons to provide investment advice or investment management services, selection of investment account arrangements (e.g., brokerage versus advisory); or recommendations with respect to rollovers, transfers, or distributions from a plan or IRA, including whether, in what amount, in what form, and to what destination such a rollover, transfer, or distribution should be made." Id. The term "'recommendation' means a communication that, based on its content, context, and presentation, would reasonably be viewed as a suggestion that the advice recipient engage in or refrain from taking a particular course of action. The determination of whether a 'recommendation' has been made is an objective rather than subjective inquiry." Id.
25 See infra notes 38-39 and text accompanying. financial advisers to retirement savers also provides for a "Best Interest Contract Exemption" and a "Class Exemption for Principal Transactions" that "under conditions designed to safeguard the interests of these investors" allow for certain forms of conflicted compensation and principal trades if they are reasonable and fairly disclosed. 29 But fiduciary status under ERISA also imposes a duty of care in addition to a duty of loyalty. And this standard of care is objective. A trustee "has a duty to administer the trust as a prudent person would, in light of the purposes, terms, and other circumstances of the trust." Moreover, if a "trustee possesses, or procured appointment by purporting to possess, special facilities or greater skill than that of a person of ordinary prudence, the trustee has a duty to use such facilities or skill." 30 Under controlling U.S. Supreme Court precedent as well as an earlier DOL rulemaking, the standard of care for an ERISA fiduciary in investment management is prescribed by the trust law "prudent investor rule." 31 32 We begin our review of the prudent investor rule with a look at the basics of modern portfolio theory, the Nobel Prize winning concept from financial economics upon which the prudent investor rule is based. Second, we canvass the particulars of the prudent investor rule, taking note of how the rule codifies the basic elements of modern portfolio theory. Third, we consider the principles-based nature of the prudent investor rule, and how it is applied toward a highly individualized investment program that matches the investor's purpose and risk tolerance with a diversified portfolio having an appropriate balance of risk and expected return. Finally, we note the central role of an "investment policy statement" in sound fiduciary investment practice, and how the investment policy statement has been emphasized by another federal regulator, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, in its examinations of banks conducting fiduciary activities.
II. THE PRUDENT INVESTOR RULE

A. Modern Portfolio Theory
The key insight of modern portfolio theory, for which Professor Harry M. Markowitz was awarded a Nobel Prize in 1990, 33 is to differentiate between two kinds of investment risk in portfolio construction: market risk and idiosyncratic risk. Market risk is inherent to participating in the market, reflecting the tendency to some extent for the market as a whole to move together. Market risk can be avoided only by avoiding the market, such as by holding cash or short-term government bonds. Generally speaking, to obtain a greater expected return, an investor must take on additional market risk. Because an investor's expected return increases with added exposure to market risk, such risk is sometimes called "compensated risk." Idiosyncratic risk, by contrast, is particular to a given investment, reflecting the fact that different investments react differently to certain changes in circumstances. A breakthrough in solar power, for example, would increase the value of an investment in an energy-dependent manufacturing company but would decrease the value of an investment in a coal company. By holding a diversified investment portfolio, that is, by holding many different investments with imperfectly correlated idiosyncratic risks, an investor can minimize or even eliminate overall idiosyncratic risk. It follows, therefore, that each individual investment must be evaluated in light of its contribution to overall portfolio risk and expected return.
Modern portfolio theory thus teaches that prudent portfolio construction requires: (1) assessing the individual investor's risk tolerance and investment purposes; (2) choosing a portfolio with a commensurate level of market risk and expected return; and (3) diversifying away to the extent feasible unnecessary idiosyncratic risk. Prudent portfolio management also requires ongoing monitoring and periodic rebalancing in light of changing circumstances.
B. The Prudent Investor Rule
The centerpiece of the law of fiduciary investment, both under ERISA and under trust law, is the prudent investor rule. As canonically stated by the Restatement (Third) of Trusts (1992) 34 and the Uniform Prudent Investor Act (1994), the prudent investor rule codifies the learning from modern portfolio theory about the distinction between market risk and idiosyncratic risk in two ways. First, "[a] trustee's investment and management decisions respecting individual assets must be evaluated not in isolation but in the context of the trust portfolio as a whole and as a part of an overall investment strategy having risk and return objectives reasonably suited to the trust." 35 Second, a trustee must "diversify the investments of the trust unless the trustee reasonably determines that, because of special circumstances, the purposes of the trust are better served without diversifying." 36 As interpreted by the DOL and the U.S. Supreme Court, an ERISA fiduciary must adhere to the prudent investor rule. Under a 1979 DOL regulation, ERISA § 404(a) requires an ERISA fiduciary to consider each investment "as part of the portfolio" and "with regard to diversification." 37 Moreover, in applying ERISA fiduciary law, the Supreme Court has "often noted that an ERISA fiduciary's duty is 'derived from the common law of trusts.'" 38 In Tibble v. Edison International (2015), for example, the Court relied extensively on the Restatement (Third) of Trusts and the Uniform Prudent Investor Act, treating both as authoritative expositions of the principles applicable under ERISA to fiduciary investment matters. 39 Accordingly, under both trust law and ERISA, the prudent investor rule requires a fiduciary to evaluate the investor's risk tolerance and investment goals, choose a commensurate level of overall portfolio market risk and expected return, and avoid wasteful idiosyncratic risk. 40 At the outset of the fiduciary relationship, the fiduciary has a "reasonable time" to "make and implement" a compliant investment program. 41 What constitutes a reasonable time is context-specific, depending on factors such as the liquidity of the inception portfolio assets and the tax and other transaction costs of reallocation. 42 After the initial portfolio construction, a fiduciary remains under an "ongoing duty to monitor investments and to make portfolio adjustments if and as appropriate," 43 for example, by rebalancing the portfolio in light of actual investment performance and changes in the investor's circumstances. In the words of the U.S. Supreme Court, "a trustee has a continuing duty to monitor trust investments and remove imprudent ones. This continuing duty exists separate and apart from the trustee's duty to exercise prudence in selecting investments at the outset." 44 The prudent investor rule thus governs the fiduciary's "continuing responsibility for oversight of the suitability of investments already made" as well as the fiduciary's "decisions respecting new investments." 45 Crucially, however, the rule permits a wide variety of investment techniques, including active investment strategies, 46 42 See Restatement (Third) of Trusts § 92 cmt. b. 43 Id. § 90 cmt. e(1). 44 Tibble, 135 S. Ct. at 1828-29. 45 Unif. Prudent Inv'r Act § 2 cmt. with risk and return objectives reasonably suited to the investor. Under the prudent investor rule, no type or kind of investment is categorically permissible or impermissible. 47 Instead, the question is the suitability of the overall portfolio with the investor's risk and return objectives. The prudent investor rule, in other words, is principles-based rather than prescriptive.
C. The Prudent Investor Rule is Principles-Based
Application of modern portfolio theory under the prudent investor rule is highly contextual. "[T]olerance for risk varies greatly with the financial and other circumstances of the investor, or in the case of a trust, with the purposes of the trust and the relevant circumstances of the beneficiaries." 48 Choosing the "appropriate degree of risk" for an investment portfolio involves "quite subjective judgments that are essentially unavoidable in the process of asset management." 49 Moreover, proper diversification requires an assessment of the portfolio as a whole, including the other assets of the investor. 50 Assessing the proper amount of market risk and proper diversification strategies for a given investor thus requires a highly individualized consideration.
For example, time to retirement and an investor's overall wealth are important factors in determining risk tolerance for a retirement account. But they are not the only relevant factors. Even investors who are similar in age and wealth are nonetheless likely to have differences in risk preferences, health, and family circumstances that merit more or less risky portfolios. Unique financial circumstances, such as employment security and ownership of illiquid assets (e.g., homes or family businesses), also affect risk tolerance. Given the multiplicity of relevant factors, the law recognizes that "no objective, general legal standard can be set for a degree of risk that is or is not prudent." 51 Diversification to manage idiosyncratic risk must also be an individuated decision, even in the retirement context, because an IRA or other retirement account may not reflect the investor's entire wealth. Consider an investment in a mutual fund that holds foreign stocks. Adding this investment could improve overall portfolio efficiency for an investor who held only domestic issues. But for an investor who was already heavily exposed to foreign stock markets in other accounts (retirement or otherwise), the same investment would reduce portfolio efficiency. Likewise, an investment in a mutual fund focused on small cap stocks could benefit an investor whose overall portfolio was overweighted in large cap stocks. But the very same investment could injure an investor 47 See Unif. Prudent Inv'r Act § 2(e) ("A trustee may invest in any kind of property or type of investment consistent with the standards of this [Act] ."); Restatement (Third) of Trusts § 90 cmt. f ("Specific investments or techniques are not per se prudent or imprudent."). 48 Id. whose overall portfolio already contained small cap stocks. Generally speaking, portfolio efficiency is improved by exposure to a variety of industries. However, an investor whose wholly owned small business was a technology company should probably avoid heavy investment in other technology stocks given the likely correlation between the performance of those stocks and the investor's own small business.
D. The Investment Policy Statement
To ensure an orderly and rational process toward assessing the appropriate balance of risk and expected return in a fiduciary account, banks and other corporate fiduciaries typically require the preparation of "a written investment policy statement for each new trust account, reciting investment guidelines that reflect the purpose of the trust and the risk tolerance of the beneficiaries." 52 An investment policy statement will normally specify "the account's risk tolerance" as well as its "investment goals and return requirements" in light of the particular circumstances of the account. 53 An investment policy statement will also normally specify "asset allocation guidelines." 54 The normal and customary practice, which reflects the requirements of the prudent investor rule, is to apply portfolio theory in "deciding how to allocate portfolio assets among the major asset categories." 55 To the extent feasible, the "portfolio's assets must be viewed together with the client's other assets." 56 Among other benefits, an investment policy statement facilitates "[r]ebalancing … to maintain proper diversification," ensuring that the "portfolio avoids 'allocation drift' by not straying far from its targeted levels of risk and return." 57 Portfolio monitoring and revision is a continual and complicated process that requires extensive analysis and sound judgment. Asset categories may become over-or under-weighted in relation to the asset allocation guidelines because the returns on individual asset categories will vary over time. Portfolio re-balancing involves restoring the portfolio to appropriate percentage allocation ranges. 58 An investment policy statement also provides a "'paper trail' in the event of an audit, litigation, or a dispute," 59 and it facilitates selection of "an appropriate performance benchmark" against which to compare the account's performance. 60 The Investment Management Handbook published by the Comptroller of the Currency summarizes thus:
The creation of an appropriate investment policy document, or statement, is the culmination of analyzing the investment assignment, identifying investment objectives, determining asset allocation guidelines, and establishing performance measurement benchmarks. The lack of an investment policy statement, or the existence of a poorly developed one, is a weakness in portfolio management risk control. 61 Crucially, each investment policy statement is highly individualized to the circumstances of the particular account, matching the investor's purpose and risk tolerance with a diversified portfolio having an appropriate balance of risk and expected return in light of the circumstances. Moreover, because those circumstances will likely evolve over time, the normal fiduciary practice is to undertake a periodic "investment policy review to analyze performance and reaffirm or change the investment policy, including asset allocation guidelines," as warranted by changed circumstances. 62 
Conclusion
Concerned about conflicts of interest among financial advisers to retirement savers, in April 2016 the DOL finalized a rulemaking that imposes ERISA fiduciary status on any person who provides "investment advice or recommendations" to an IRA owner or to a retirement plan beneficiary. 63 Tellingly, the rulemaking is entitled "conflict of interest rule" for "retirement investment advice." 64 However, fiduciary status under ERISA imposes not only a duty of loyalty but also a duty of care. As the DOL acknowledged, a financial adviser to a retirement saver will now be subject to "trust law standards of care" in addition to "undivided loyalty." 65 The trust law fiduciary standard of care as applied to investment management is prescribed by the prudent investor rule. Under the prudent investor rule, no type or kind of investment is categorically permissible or impermissible. Instead, a fiduciary must evaluate the principal's risk tolerance and investment goals, choose a commensurate level of overall portfolio market risk and expected return, and avoid wasteful diversifiable risk. Because of the multiplicity of relevant considerationsincluding the investor's risk preferences, age and health, family status and obligations, and other asset holdings and sources of income-application of the prudent investor rule is specific to an investor's particular circumstances. Accordingly, the rule permits a wide variety of investment techniques, including active investment strategies, provided that the result is an overall portfolio with risk and return objectives reasonably suited to the investor. The rule is principles-based rather than prescriptive.
Application of the prudent investor rule to financial advisers to retirement savers creates new litigation risk for those advisers. In the wake of the DOL rulemaking, therefore, a financial advisory firm acts at its peril if it overlooks the prudent investor rule. But compliance with the rule is feasible with the tools already in use by other fiduciaries, such as bank trust departments, that have long been subject to the prudent investor rule. The centerpiece of bank trust department compliance with the prudent investor rule is the "investment policy statement." Such a statement sets forth the individualized investment program created to match the account's purpose and risk tolerance with a diversified portfolio having an appropriate balance of risk and expected return.
